Abstract. Mobile radio channel models are essential for the development, evaluation and test of current mobile radio communication systems and also crucial for the realization of the future systems. Nakagami-m distribution is important for channel modeling in mobile communication. It provides accurate characterization of the simultaneous occurrence of multipath fading and shadowing effects. This paper investigates the performance of linear transceivers in mobile communication systems where channel state information (CSI) is available at the relay station. We simulation study the delays with CSI over Nakagami-m Fading Channels.
Introduction
In this day and age, mobile communication has become an important part of modern life. It is hard to imagine the world without wireless communication. On the other hand, fading as an effect significantly degrades radio signals during wireless propagation. A traditional method to address this phenomenon is using statistical distributions.
There are some classical distributions which are use to model fading channel. For example, Rayleigh, Rice, Lognormal channel model [1] . However, Nakagami-m distribution has gained more attention lately, due to the fact that it provides the best fit for a wider range of the fading amplitudes of mobile channels and fits experimental data more accurately than Gauss, Rayleigh, Rice and log-normal distributions [2] . It is a fading model that accounts for the small-scale variations of the fading signal in a line-of-sight (LOS) communication scenario. Nakagami-m distribution can be a good description of multipath fast fading, with different values of m, which conforms to the Gaussian distribution, Rayleigh distribution and the Rice distribution [3] .
In this paper, we study the delays in Nakagami-m [4] fading channel based on mathematically analyses and simulation. The next section presents the theoretical background of Nakagami-m distribution. Section III provides simulation analysis of relays in Nakagami-m fading channel. Finally, the conclusions are drawn in Section IV.
Nakagami-m Fading Distribution
In wireless communication, the received signal may fluctuate violently and fading gradually due to the multipath propagation. Nakagami-m distribution is able to well characterize the fading signals and provide the accurate fitting ability to both urban and indoor multipath propagation environments. Another important advantage of Nakagami-m distribution is that it can deduce to a large number of multipath channels via adjusting parameter m, which makes it easy to model different kinds of fading propagation.
In the Nakagami-m fading channel model, the p.d.f. of the envelope of the transmitted signal at a single point in time is given by [3, 4] :
where, x is the received signal level, 2 E x   Ω =   is the average power of the multipath scattering field, and m is the parameter of fading depth, which controls the shape of the distribution and describes the fading degree of the propagation field caused by the interference of the scattering International Conference on Intelligent Systems Research and Mechatronics Engineering (ISRME 2015) and the multipath phenomena. m define as:
In the above formulas, [ ] E ⋅ denotes expectation. Nakagami-m distribution formula, includes both the Rayleigh distribution and one-sided Gaussian distribution as special cases of 1 m = and 0.5 m = respectively. The case m → ∞ describes the channel without fading. With certain restrictions the Nakagami-m distribution can approximate the Rice distribution [4] .
In this paper, we choose to analyze the Nakagami-m channel model due to the fact that other models can be described by the Nakagami-m distribution by an appropriate choice of relevant parameters.
Simulation Analysis of Relays in Nakagami-m fading channel
The classification of relays is shown in Fig. 1 . Fig. 2(a) . is the Nakagami-m PDF versus x , with m and Ω taking different values from 1 to 4, respectively. Fig. 1(b) shows that Nakagami-m is an even function, which symmetry to y axis. 3 is SER of non-regenerative channel state information relay in Nakagami-m fading channel; Fig. 4 is BER of non-regenerative channel state information relay in Nakagami-m fading channel; Fig. 5 is SER of non-regenerative with fixed gain relay using BPSK in Nakagami-m fading channel; Fig.6 is SER of non-regenerative with fixed gain relay using QPSK in Nakagami-m fading channel; Fig.7 is BER of non-regenerative with fixed gain relay using QPSK in Nakagami-m fading channel; Fig.8 is analytical end-to-end SNR vs. SER for QPSK comparison in Nakagami-m fading channel.
Conclusion
The Nakagami-m distribution has been widely used to describe the multipath fading statistics for its good fitting to experimental data. This work was devoted in the introduction, formulation and simulation Nakagami-m fading distribution. More precisely, we make a simulation study of the Nakagami-m distribution and investigate BER and SER of non-regenerative with fixed gain relay using BPSK, QPSK, respectively, in Nakagami-m fading channel. SER and BER of non-regenerative channel state information relay in Nakagami-m fading channel also investigated. Besides, the simulation study of wireless communication systems with non-regenerative fixed gain relays operating over Nakagami-m fading channels is also done. Moreover, the end-to-end signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) is simulated.
